Correlating Video:
Canada: From Coast to Coast
https://virtualfieldtrips.org/canada-an-overview/

**Activity:** Students will select five notable sites they would like to visit in Canada and create a presentation that features each.
- Students should be encouraged to begin by using information from their virtual field trip to Canada.
- They should then use additional resources to look up additional popular Canadian sites or to gather necessary information to complete their slides.

**Don’t forget:**
- Insert the full VFT student link on slide 2
- Make a copy of this presentation and delete this slide before assigning slides 2-7 to your students.

**Link to this presentation:**
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1znuvl9SJDfuMuiJ-6nQIbqGxdOtHUKPzmN-YMjaZCCK/copy
Your Task:
Create a presentation
that highlights five notable sites
that you would like to visit in Canada.

Resources:
VFT Virtual Field Trip - Canada: Coast to Coast
INSERT FULL VIDEO LINK HERE
Any additional websites/texts approved by your teacher.

Check Your Work:
Did you select 5 different sites in Canada?
Did you complete each section on slides 3-7?
Did you write complete sentences?
Did you include at least one image of each site?
FIVE HIGHLIGHTS: CANADA

NAME OF SITE

WHAT CAN YOU SEE OR DO HERE?

LOCATION

INSERT AT LEAST ONE IMAGE HERE

WHY DO YOU WANT TO VISIT THIS PLACE?
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